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Abstract This study involved investigating the adsorption potential of biochar prepared from banana peel for
the removal of copper (Cu2+ ) and lead (Pb2+ ). Process
parameters for batch adsorption including contact time, pH,
adsorbent dose, and initial metal concentrations were optimized. The time at which the equilibrium adsorption was
attained was recoded as 30 min with a higher removal efficiency of Pb2+ when compared to Cu2+ . Optimum removal
was observed at a pH of approximately 5.5 and 9 for Cu2+
and Pb2+ , respectively. A linear increase in metal removal
efficiency was achieved with increases in the adsorbent dose
from 0.2 to 1.4 g. The latter was estimated as the optimum
adsorbent dose. A 50–70% decrease in removal efficiency
was observed when the initial Cu2+ and Pb2+ concentrations were increased from 50 to 300 mg L−1 and from 200
to 1000 mg L−1 , respectively. Among the isotherm models,
the Freundlich model agreed best with the experimental data
for Pb2+ while the Langmuir model exhibited a better ability
to describe the adsorption of Cu2+ with each model providing the highest respective coefficient of determination.
A pseudo-second-order kinetic model better described the
kinetic behavior of both metal ions on the investigated adsorbent, namely banana biochar.
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1 Introduction
A huge quantity of untreated wastewater from industry, agriculture, and households is discharged into natural water
bodies including oceans, rivers, and lakes every day [1].
Consequently, these water bodies are becoming increasingly polluted. The untreated wastewater contains a high
amount of hazardous organic and inorganic contaminants
[2]. Among these, metallic contaminants are considered the
most hazardous owing to their long-term persistency and
non-biodegradability [3]. These metals can cause severe
adverse effects in humans, animals, and plants, and harm
aquatic life [4]. Acute or chronic exposure of humans to
these metals causes a range of health problems including
cancer, blood pressure, paralysis, blood sugar, tumors, liver
and lung failures, joint disease, brain hemorrhage, and sudden death [5–8]. Over the past few decades, the elimination
of these rapidly increasing heavy metals from wastewaters
constitutes a major challenge in research to ensure that these
wastewaters are fit for reuse or discharge to the environment
[9,10].
Adsorption is a widely used physical separation method
for the removal of hazardous heavy metals from wastewater,
with commonly modified adsorbents including activated carbon, alumina, oxides, resins, and silica [11,12]. While these
adsorbents possess high reactivity and metal ion selectivity, their expensive preparation methods also generate toxic
wastes. This has resulted in a continuing search for inexpensive, abundant, and readily available adsorbents. Specifically,
a few recent studies investigated the use of waste materials
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and by-products as adsorbents for heavy metal removal such
as orange peel, date palm tree waste, rice husks, wheat straws,
and tobacco stems [13–17]. Current research that focuses on
adsorbents derived from the aforementioned or similar materials concluded that the conversion of waste materials into
biochar corresponds to the best solution to provide adsorbents for waste management and environmental protection.
Biochar is a potential adsorbent material that is a carbonrich form of charcoal produced by pyrolysis (heating) under
limited oxygen conditions from the waste biomass of fruit
peels, cattle manure, peat, and wood at temperatures between
350 and 800 ◦ C [18]. Biochar is an ideal adsorbent for
removing contaminants from wastewater owing to specific
properties including its porous structure, high specific surface area, cation exchange capacity, and abundant surface
functional groups [19]. Several studies have reported that
biochar possesses an excellent ability to remove contaminants including heavy metals and organic pollutants from
aqueous solutions [20–26]. The production of biochar is
cheaper when compared to activated carbon because it has
lower energy requirements. Furthermore, biochar feedstocks
are mainly acquired from agricultural biomass, and this is
one of the most abundant renewable resources. Several feedstocks including crop residues, wood biomass, animal litters,
and solid wastes were utilized to produce biochar [27].
In the study, Cu2+ and Pb2+ adsorption was investigated using biochar from banana peel in a batch experiment.
The banana peel biochar was prepared at a temperature of
600 ◦ C in a muffle furnace. The Cu2+ and Pb2+ removal
efficiency/adsorption capacity with the use of biochar was
obtained through batch experiments. Different isotherm
models were applied to the experimental data, and adsorption kinetics were investigated using pseudo-first-order and
pseudo-second-order reaction kinetics.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Stock solutions of Cu2+ (1000 mg L−1 ) and Pb2+ (1000
mg L−1 ) were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts
of copper sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO4 · 5H2 O; AR grade
Merck, Germany) and lead nitrate (Pb (NO3 )2 ), Tianjin
Benchmark Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Tianjin, China) in
ultra-pure water (Milli-Q integral water dispenser) in 1000mL volumetric flasks. The stock solutions were stored at 4
◦ C for long-term use and preserved by the addition of 2 mL
of concentrated HCl. To generate different initial concentrations of metal ions, serial dilutions of the 1000 mg L−1 stock
solutions were prepared in distilled-deionized water. Solutions of 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH were used to prepare
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initial solutions with a range of pH values as measured with
a microprocessor-based pH meter (PHS-3CW, China).
2.2 Adsorbent Preparation
Banana peel was collected from different places in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia and was washed several times prior to drying
in the sun for approximately a week with an average daily
temperature of approximately 35–40 ◦ C. At the end of the
week, the banana peel was placed in an oven for 3 h at 70
◦ C. The dried mass of banana peel was crushed in a normal
coffee grinder to obtain an average particle size in the range
of 0.75–1 mm. The dried and ground powder was packed in
a lid-covered crucible and pyrolyzed for 3 h at 600 ◦ C in a
box furnace (Nabertherm, B-150, Germany) with a heating
rate of 5 ◦ C per minute. The prepared biochar was sieved to
obtain an average particle size ≤ 100 μm and stored in an
air-tight container prior for use.
There are a number of studies suggesting that the optimum temperature to produce biochar from plants and fruit
waste-based materials is above 500 ◦ C. It has been found that
researchers used the temperature ranges from 300 to 600 ◦ C
for biochar production [28,29]. But a number of studies concluded that slow pyrolysis up to 350 ◦ C is best for biochar
production for fuel purposes, while temperature from 500 or
above was the optimum to produce biochar with stable carbon content, high surface area, porosity, and high electrical
conductivity [30,31]. Therefore, based on the previous literature, a pyrolysis temperature of 600 ◦ C was selected for the
production of biochar using banana peel waste.
2.3 Batch Adsorption Experiments
The batch experiments were performed in a set of 100-mL
conical flasks that were placed in a temperature-controlled
Wise Cube orbital shaker (Daihan Scientific Co. Ltd, Wisd.
ThermoStable IS-20, South Korea). The samples were
shaken for a specified time at 220 rpm and 30 ◦ C and were
withdrawn from the shaker and were centrifuged at 1000
rpm for 5 min in a centrifuge (Elektromag M815P model)
to separate the adsorbate from the solution. Samples were
then filtered through nitrocellulose filter paper (0.45 μm) by
using a vacuum filtration assembly prior to the measurement
of the residual metal concentration in each sample by flame
atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS, Thermo Scientific,
ICE 3000 Series, Cambridge, UK).
For statistical analysis including the assessment of experimental errors, all experiments were performed in triplicate
and process parameters including the equilibrium time, pH,
initial metal concentration, and the adsorbent dose were optimized. The experimental details are listed in the relevant
sections.
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Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy images of biochar before (a) and after Cu2+ (b), and Pb2+ (c) adsorption

The transient adsorption capacity, qt (mg g−1 ), is calculated by using the amount of adsorption at time t while
the equilibrium adsorption capacity, qe (mg g−1 ), and the
removal efficiency (sorption percentage) of heavy metal ions
from the water phase are calculated by using Eqs. (1) and
(2), respectively [32], as follows:
qe = (C0 − Ce ) V /M
(C0 − Ce )
∗ 100
Removal (% ) =
C0

(1)
(2)

where C0 and Ce denote the initial and equilibrium liquidphase concentrations (mg L−1 ) of the heavy metal ions,
respectively, V denotes the volume of the solution (L), and
M denotes the mass of dry adsorbent (g).

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Characterization of the Biochar Before and After
Adsorption
Characterization of the biochar before and after adsorption
of heavy metal ions was performed using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, TESCAN VEGA 3 SBU USA) analysis at
various magnifications ranging from 500× to 12,000×. The
images provide an insight into the appearance of the surfaces
of the biochar before and after the adsorption of heavy metal
ions (Fig. 1).
Rough asymmetric pores are observed on the surface of the
biochar before adsorption, and they enhance the interactions
between the biochar and the heavy metal ions. Following the adsorption of Cu2+ and Pb2+ , the biochar surface
becomes smooth and shiny as shown in Fig. 1b and c with
closed pore structures. A possible reason for this behavior is attributed to the physicochemical interactions between
the functional groups that are present on the surface of the
biochar and the heavy metal ions. The crystal structure of
the biochar was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) using a Rigaku Miniflex diffractometer with Cu Kα

radiation (1.5406 Å) operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. Each
diffraction scan was run from 5◦ to 90◦ 2-theta with steps of
0.02◦ .
The XRD profile of banana peels (Fig. 2a) at 600 ◦ C indicated a few peaks that were not excessively sharp although
these indicate changes in the structure of the charcoal. In this
study, more than 70% of the product corresponds to amorphous carbon. This suggests that the pyrolysis reaction is
not complete and that amorphous carbon still exists. It is
confirmed from the peaks that banana peels are thermally
decomposed into fullerene (11.9◦ and 31.5◦ ) and chaolite
(24.05◦ , 28.6◦ , 30.1◦ , 31.5◦ , 34 39◦ , and 40.5◦ ). The XRD
pattern implied that the pyrolysis products are not pure and
contain certain impurities including Fe2 O3 , Fe3 C, and K2 O
(Mopoung 2011). After the adsorption of Cu2+ and Pb2+ , a
few new compounds are formed such as cuprite, tolbachite,
paramelaconite, and lead azide. However, the peaks of these
compounds are not clear in the XRD pattern.
In order to characterize the active surface functional
groups of the biochar that may participate in the adsorption of
heavy metal ions from aqueous solutions, Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded between 4000 cm−1
and 600 cm−1 by using a ZnSe attenuated total reflection
(ATR) crystal with a Bruker Alpha-E spectrometer.
Figure 2b shows the various functional groups present on
the surface of the biochar before and after adsorption of Cu2+
and Pb2+ . The banana peel consists of carbohydrates, fiber,
proteins, lipids, N–H, O–H, and Si–O functional groups,
aliphatic groups, and aromatic rings that are all responsible for adsorption [33]. As shown in Fig. 2b, the peaks in
the spectra between 600 and 700 cm−1 mainly arise from
out-of-plane vibrations of the C–H bond in aromatic and heteroaromatic compounds [34]. Peaks at 831 and 983 cm−1
could be the result of the concentration of alkaline earth
elements with the peak at 831 cm−1 assigned to the C–H outof-plane bending of an aromatic ring [29]. The peak at 1244
cm−1 suggests the presence of a hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl
compound [31]. The peak at 1390 cm−1 could be assigned
to CO2 [35]. The presence of a carbonyl group at 1605 cm−1
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the powder X-ray diffraction results (a), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis (b), before and after adsorption

was also reported for a heated cellulose carbon, and the peak
at 1619 cm−1 may correspond to –COO– groups and can be
assigned to –C=C–C stretches of aromatic ring groups. This
indicates the increased stability of banana biochar when compared to banana peel that is due to thermochemical biomass
conversion [29,31].
Finally, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analyses were
performed to determine the surface area of the banana peel
and the prepared biochar. The surface area of the biochar was
52.8 m2 g−1 when compared to 35.24 m2 g−1 for the banana
peel. Thus, an increase of approximately 35% was achieved
by heating the dried banana peel at 600 ◦ C during the biochar
preparation.
3.2 Effects of Different Process Parameters on Batch
Adsorption
Batch adsorption experiments were performed in triplicate by
adding different masses (g) of the banana biochar to conical
flasks that contained 100 mL of each metal solution. The mass
of the adsorbent was adjusted to achieve the desired dose of
the biochar (g). Additionally, the effects of the contact time,
pH, initial metal concentration and adsorbent dose on the
adsorption efficiency were investigated.
3.2.1 Effect of Contact Time
To determine the time taken to reach the adsorption equilibrium, kinetic experiments were performed at a pH value of
5.5 by using initial Cu2+ and Pb2+ concentrations of 150
and 400 mg L−1 , respectively, with corresponding adsorbent
doses of 1.0 and 0.5 g. Samples were collected at 1, 3, 5, 10,
15, 30, and 60 min during the first hour with three additional
samples collected at 2, 3, and 6 h. The effect of contact time
on the adsorption capacity and removal efficiency is shown
in Fig. 3.
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It is important to determine the residence time to define
the efficiency of an adsorbent that is governed by several
independent processes [36,37]. Rapid adsorption occurs initially, and a significantly high removal efficiency is observed
for both Cu2+ and Pb2+ during the first 15 min owing to the
availability of the uncovered surface area of the adsorbent
[38]. This is followed by a slower metal uptake for approximately an additional half an hour. The equilibrium adsorption
capacity is reached at approximately 30 min, and insignificant changes in metal adsorption capacities are observed
after approximately 1 h, as shown in Fig. 3. The percentage
removal of both metals is identical over time although the
initial Pb2+ concentration was almost double that of Cu2+ .
Furthermore, the adsorbent dose for Pb2+ was twice lower
than that for Cu2+ .

3.2.2 Effect of Solution pH
The solution pH is one of the factors that significantly affects
the adsorption process [39] and pH variations affect the surface charge of the adsorbent and the degree of ionization of
the adsorbing heavy metal ions [40,41]. The effect of pH on
the adsorption capacity of the studied biochar in terms of percentage removal of Cu2+ and Pb2+ from the aqueous solution
is illustrated in Fig. 4. Batch experiments were conducted in
triplicate by using initial metal concentrations of 150 and 400
mg L−1 , adsorbent doses of 1.0 and 0.5 g, and contact times
of 30 and 15 min for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively, in the pH
range of 3–5.5 for Cu2+ and 3–9 for Pb2+ .
The adsorption capacity of biochar and the removal efficiency of Cu2+ increased when the initial solution pH
increased from 3 to 5.5 or from 6 to 9 for Pb2+ . A nearly constant adsorption capacity was achieved for Pb2+ in the acidic
pH range from 3 to 5.5 while the removal efficiency decreased
with a further increase in pH above 9 (Fig. 4b). Lower metal
uptake at acidic pH values could be due to the presence of
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Fig. 3 Effects of contact time on adsorption capacity and removal efficiency of Cu2+ (a) and Pb2+ (b) (initial pH 5.5, adsorbent dose 1.0 and 0.5
g for 150 and 400 mg L−1 of Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively)
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excess H+ ions that competes with the divalent metal ions for
adsorption sites on the surface of the biochar [42]. Furthermore, lowered electrostatic repulsive interaction between the
positively charged metal ions and the surface of the biochar
adsorbent due to the decreased positive surface charge density at higher solution pH values results in higher adsorption
rates [43]. Additionally, the reduction in negative charges
on the surface of the biochar at low pH values resulted in
decreased attraction for the positively charged metal cations
in the study. The investigated pH dependence shows that electrostatic interactions, ion exchanges, and hydrogen bonding
are involved in the adsorption of metal ions by the banana
biochar [44,45].

3.2.3 Effect of the Adsorbent Dose
The effect of varying adsorbent (banana biochar) dose on the
adsorption capacity and percent removal of the studied heavy
metal ions is depicted in Fig. 5 in the range of 0.2–1.6 g and
0.2–2.0 g for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively. The solution pH
was maintained at 5.5, and initial metal concentrations of 150
and 400 mg L−1 for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively, were used
at corresponding contact times of 30 and 15 min.
A linear increase in the adsorption capacity and removal
efficiency is observed for both heavy metal ions with
increases in the adsorbent concentration to approximately
1.4 and 1.8 g for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively (Fig. 5). The
values are considered as the optimum doses of biochar for
maximum respective metal adsorption. The Cu2+ adsorption
capacity of banana biochar is again significantly lower than
that of Pb2+ despite using more than double the initial Pb2+
concentration with half the contact time when compared to
that of Cu2+ .
The trends observed for adsorption capacity and removal
efficiency could be due to the greater surface area availability
and higher number of active adsorption sites or the increased
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numbers of functional groups with increases in the biochar
dose that result in stronger metal cation–biochar interactions
[46,47]. When the adsorbent dose is increased above the optimum dose value that is determined for each metal ion, the
adsorption capacity reduces due to unsaturation of adsorption sites since the dose of the biochar was increased at fixed
concentrations of Cu2+ and Pb2+ [48].

3.2.4 Effects of the Initial Metal Concentrations
The effects of the initial metal concentrations on the adsorption capacity and removal efficiency of the biochar were
examined by varying the Cu2+ and Pb2+ concentrations from
50 to 300 and 100 to 1000 mg L−1 , respectively (Fig. 6a, b).
For the batch experiment, the pH of the solution was kept
constant at 5.5 by using an adsorbent dose of 1.0 and 0.5 g
with 30 and 15 min contact time for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively.
The adsorption capacity increases by approximately 100
and 150 mg g−1 when the Cu2+ and Pb2+ concentrations
increase from 50 to 300 mg L−1 and 100 to 1000 mg L−1 ,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 6a and b. Nevertheless, the
metal removal efficiency of the biochar decreases by approximately 50% for Cu2+ (Fig. 6a) and by approximately 70% for
Pb2+ (Fig. 6b) when the initial metal concentrations increase
as described. The optimum Cu2+ and Pb2+ concentrations
are observed as 200 and 700 mg L−1 , respectively, as shown
in Fig. 6. A relatively high adsorption capacity of Pb2+ when
compared with that of Cu2+ is achieved under batch conditions with half the adsorbent dose and contact time (0.5 g and
15 min, respectively) for Pb2+ when compared with those of
Cu2+ . A decrease in removal efficiency at higher initial concentrations could be due to the rapidly filled binding sites
and saturation of sorption sites on the surface of the adsorbent [49,50]. Additionally, the increase in the driving force of
adsorption with an increase in the initial metal concentration
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leads to the saturation of the sorption sites on the surface of
the adsorbent, and this results in decreased adsorption capacity [51,52].

3.3 Equilibrium Isotherm Models and Adsorption
Kinetics
3.3.1 Isotherm Models
Different isotherm models including Langmuir, Freundlich,
Temkin, Halsey, Harkin–Jura (H–R), and Dubinin–Radush
kevich (D–R) were applied to correlate the adsorption capacity and residual adsorbate concentration. The experimental
data for heavy metal ion adsorption were further analyzed by
using different isotherm models to describe the adsorption
of the solutes. The analyses were performed at 30 ◦ C and
at pH 5.5 for 150 and 400 mg L−1 initial Cu2+ and Pb2+
concentrations by using adsorbent doses of 0.5 and 1 g with
contact times corresponding to 30 and 15 min, respectively.

The Freundlich isotherm model describes the adsorption
of a heterogeneous system by assuming multilayer adsorption and is expressed in a linearized form as shown in Eq. (3)
as follows:
logqe = logK F +

1
logCe
n

(3)

where qe (mg g−1 ) denotes the amount of metal ions adsorbed
at equilibrium, Ce (mg L−1 ) denotes the metal ion concentration in solution, K F (L g−1 ) denotes the relative adsorption
capacity, and 1/n denotes the heterogeneity factor (adsorption
intensity). The fit of the equilibrium data to the Freundlich
isotherm is evaluated by using a plot of log qe versus log Ce
(Fig. 7a) while KF and 1/n are, respectively, calculated from
the intercept and slope of the linear plot (Table 1). The latter determines the intensity and feasibility of the adsorption
process.
As observed in Table 1, the values of K F and 1/n for Cu2+
are 56.82 and 0.239 mg g−1 (n = 4.18), respectively, and this
indicates that the adsorption of Cu2+ is favorable as the value
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Table 1 Parameters obtained from different isotherm models for the
adsorption of Cu2+ and Pb2+ on the biochar
Isotherm

Parameter

Cu2+

Pb2+

Freundlich

qe,exp . mg g−1

147

260

KF, L

g−1

N
R2
qmax , mg

Langmuir

Temkin

Harkin–Jura

5.12

0.867

0.954

142.86

227.27

0.251

0.1796

R2

0.995

0.928

AT, L mg−1

7.138

4.567

bT , kJ mol−1

116.437

77.3087

R2

0.901

0.945

g−1

163.804

281.301

nH

−4.177

−5.115

kH

16.21

22.23

R2

0.867

0.954

g−1

5000

25000

B

2

2.5

R2

0.736

0.87

A, mg

Dubinin–Radushkevich

79.1

4.18

K ads , L mg−1

qe cal , mg

Halsey

g−1

56.82

qDR , mol

g−1

140.008

227.08

β, (mol kJ−1 )2

0.0006

0.0008

E, kJ mol−1

16.08

12.25

R2

0.974

0.845

of n lies in the range of 2–10. The adsorption of Pb2+ is also
favorable as its n value is 5.12, given in Table 1. Additionally,
the slightly higher value (0.954) of the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) for Pb2+ that is obtained with the Freundlich
isotherm when compared to that with the Langmuir isotherm
(0.928) indicates that the equilibrium data for the adsorption
of Pb2+ are in better agreement with the Freundlich isotherm
model.
The linearized form of the Langmuir model that assumes
monolayer coverage is expressed as Eq. (4) as follows:
1
1
=
+
qe
qmax



1
qmax K ads



1
Ce

(4)

where qmax denotes the maximum metal concentration
attained in the monolayer coverage, and K ads (L mg−1 )
denotes the Langmuir adsorption constant. The fit of the equilibrium data to the Langmuir isotherm is evaluated by using
a plot of 1/qe versus 1/Ce (Fig. 7b) and qmax and K ads are
calculated by using the intercept and slope values of the plot,
respectively, given in Table 1.
The R 2 for the fit of Cu2+ adsorption data to the Langmuir
isotherm is 0.995 (Table 1), and this reflects the suitability of this model for describing the adsorption of Cu2+ on
the biochar. The predicted maximum adsorption capacity
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(qmax ) is lower than the experimentally attained values, and
this indicates the possibility of these adsorbents reaching
their saturation capacity at lower initial metal concentrations
(Table 1).
The Temkin isotherm model covers the adsorbate–adsor
bent interaction [53] by assuming a uniform distribution
of binding energies at the adsorbent surface [54] and is
expressed in a linearized form as Eq. (5) as follows:
qe = BT lnAT + BT lnCe

(5)

where AT (L g−1 ) denotes the equilibrium binding constant
that indicates the maximum binding energy, bT (BT RT, kJ
mol−1 ) denotes a constant related to the heat of adsorption,
T denotes the absolute temperature (K), and R denotes the
universal gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1 ). A plot of qe
relative to ln Ce is used to determine the constants that are
listed in Table 1.
The Temkin model does not usually perform well while
predicting liquid-phase adsorption isotherms (complex
adsorption systems) [55]. This is also reflected in the study
based on the value of R 2 (0.901 for Cu2+ , Table 1), which
indicates that the model exhibits a poorer fit to the equilibrium data when compared to the Langmuir and Freundlich
isotherm models.
A good fit of the Halsey isotherm confirms the heterogeneous nature of the adsorbent and is typically suitable
for multilayer adsorption. The linearized form of the Halsey
isotherm is expressed using Eq. (6) as follows:
lnqe =

1
1
kH −
lnCe
nH
nH

(6)

where kH and n H denote Halsey’s isotherm constants and are
calculated from the slope and intercept of the plot of ln qe
relative to ln Ce , respectively.
Table 1 presents the relatively better agreement that is
obtained with a fit of the Halsey isotherm to the adsorption data of Pb2+ (R 2 = 0.954) when compared to either
the Langmuir or the Temkin isotherms. This confirms the
heterogeneous nature of the biochar. Furthermore, the calculated value of qe slightly exceeds the experimental values that
are determined for both Cu2+ and Pb2+ (163 mg g−1 when
compared with 147 mg g−1 for Cu2+ , and 281 mg g−1 when
compared with 263 mg g−1 for Pb2+ ), given in Table 1, and
this also confirms the good representation of the equilibrium
data using the model.
The linearized form of the H–J isotherm model assumes
multilayer adsorption on the surface of the adsorbent with
heterogeneous pore distribution [56] is expressed using
Eq. (7) as follows:
1
= B/A −
qe2

 
1
logCe
A

(7)
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Table 2 Pseudo-second-order
adsorption rate constants and
calculated qe at different initial
concentrations of Cu2+ and
Pb2+ on banana biochar at 30
◦ C and pH = 5.5

qe exp (mg g−1 )

qe cal (mg g−1 )

k2 (g mg−1 min−1 )

h (mg g−1 min−1 )

R2

Initial Cu2+ conc. (mg L−1 )
100

92

99

0.011

78.696

1

150

121

123.457

0.0075

114.943

0.99

200

147

147.059

0.0052

112.36

0.99

300

138

149.25

0.0048

106.383

0.99

Initial Pb2+ conc. (mg L−1 )
200

165

175.439

0.0026

81.301

0.99

400

220

222.2229

0.0023

114.943

0.99

600

270

256.419

0.0127

130

0.99

800

280

285.7149

0.0016

133.333

1

where B and A denote H–J constants obtained from the slope
and intercept values, respectively, of a plot of 1/qe2 relative
to log Ce , given in Table 1. A poor fit to the adsorption data
was obtained for both Cu2+ and Pb2+ as reflected in the R 2
values (0.736 and 0.87 for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively).
The D–R isotherm (Eq. 8) is generally applied to distinguish
between the physical and chemical adsorptions of metal ions
with its mean free energy and often provides a good fit for
data at high solute activities and at an intermediate range of
concentrations [57,58] as follows:

were selected to determine the rate of adsorption as listed
in Table 2. Both pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order
kinetic models were applied over variable time increments of
5–10 min up to 1 h and at 1 h time increments from 1 to 6 h of
adsorption. A solution temperature of 30 ◦ C and a pH value of
5.5 were used with an adsorbent dose of biochar of 1 and 0.5
g for Cu2+ and Pb2+ , respectively. The linearized form of the
pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic models
are expressed by using Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively, as
follows:

ln qe = ln qDR − β ε2

log (qe − qt ) = logqe −

(8)

where qDR denotes the theoretical isotherm saturation capacity (mg g−1 ), β denotes the constant of the adsorption
energy (mol2 kJ−2 ), and ε denotes the Polanyi potential (RT
ln(1+1/Ce )). Values of qDR and β are calculated from the
intercept and slope, respectively, of the plot of ln qe relative
to RT ln(1+1/Ce ). The values are presented in Table 1. A high
value of R 2 (0.974, Table 1) when compared with those of
other isotherm models with the exception of the Langmuir
model indicates the suitability of the model for Cu2+ adsorption. However, a low value of R 2 for Pb2+ (0.845, Table 1)
reflects a poor fit to the experimental equilibrium data when
compared to other models.
In order to distinguish between physical and chemical
adsorption, the mean free energy of adsorption (E = √12β ) is
computed in the D-R isotherm model to assess as to whether
the adsorption process is physical (E < 8 kJ mol−1 ) or chemical (E = 8 − 16 kJ mol−1 ). As shown in Table 1, the E
values for Cu2+ and Pb2+ are 15.08 and 12.25 kJ mol−1 ,
respectively, and they reflect the chemisorption of both the
studied metal ions on the biochar.
3.3.2 Adsorption Kinetics
Various initial concentrations of Cu2+ (100, 150, 200, and
300 mg L−1 ) and Pb2+ (200, 400, 600, and 800 mg L−1 )

k1
t
2.303
t
1
1
=
+ t
2
qt
k 2 qe
qe

(9)
(10)

where qe denotes the amount of metal ions adsorbed at equilibrium per unit mass of adsorbent (mg g−1 ) and qt denotes
the amount of metal adsorbed at time t (mg g−1 ). The pseudofirst-order rate constant, k1 (h−1 ), is determined from the
slope of the plot of log (qe − qt ) relative to t while the slope
and intercept values of the plot of t/qt relative to t is used to
determine the pseudo-second-order rate constant, k2 (g mg−1
min−1 ). A poor correlation with the experimental data is
observed by using an initial concentration of 200 mg L−1 for
both Cu2+ and Pb2+ in the pseudo-first-order kinetic model
as expressed by the R 2 values (0.3–0.45) shown in Fig. 8a
and b.
Nevertheless, extremely high R 2 values (close to unity)
were observed for the pseudo-second-order model for both
Cu2+ and Pb2+ while using the same initial metal concentration of 200 mg L−1 (Fig. 8a, b). Similarly, a linear
relationship was displayed for other initial metal concentrations of Cu2+ and Pb2+ in the pseudo-second-order kinetic
model as expressed by the R 2 values shown in Table 2.
The calculated values of qe agreed well with the experimental adsorption capacities (qe exp ) at different initial metal
concentrations of Cu2+ and Pb2+ as listed in Table 2, and
this indicated that the pseudo-second-order model is more
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Fig. 8 Pseudo-first-order and second-order kinetic plots with 200 mg L−1 initial solution concentration of Cu2+ (a), and Pb2+ (b)

likely to describe the kinetic behavior of metal adsorption on
the banana biochar when compared to the other models. The
initial adsorption rate, h = k2 qe2 (mg g−1 min−1 ), is also calculated for each initial concentration condition and shown in
Table 2. The pseudo-second-order kinetic model is based on
solid-phase sorption of divalent metals [59,60], and the good
fit of this model supports the assumption that chemisorption
corresponds to the rate-controlling step for the adsorption of
Cu2+ and Pb2+ on the banana biochar.

4 Conclusions
In this study, the use of biochar from banana peel for
adsorption of Cu2+ and Pb2+ was investigated and batch
experiments were performed in triplicate to optimize a range
of process parameters. The adsorbent was characterized by
using SEM, XRD, FTIR, and BET. Two-parameter isotherm
models were used to analyze the behavior of the adsorption
process, and pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order
kinetics were applied to the adsorption kinetics data.
The results did not indicate any significant changes in
the adsorption capacity after approximately 30 min, and
the equilibrium time was reached at approximately 90 min.
The removal efficiency of Cu2+ was significantly lower than
that of Pb2+ at the same adsorbent dose and/or initial metal
concentration. The adsorption capacity and the removal efficiency of both heavy metal ions increased by approximately
40–50% when the solution pH increased from 3 to 9, and the
optimum pH values were determined as 5.5 and 9 for Cu2+
and Pb2+ , respectively. Given the higher surface area and
availability of additional adsorption sites, an increase in the
dose of the biochar from 0.2 to 2.5 g caused a linear increase
in metal adsorption, and an adsorbent dose of approximately
1.5 g was considered the optimum dose. Finally, decreases
of 50 and 70% in the removal efficiency of Cu2+ and Pb2+ ,
respectively, were observed when the initial metal concen-
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trations were increased from 50 to 300 mg L−1 for Cu2+ and
from 200 to 1000 mg L−1 for Pb2+ .
The Langmuir model agreed well with the experimental data for the adsorption of Cu2+ based on the R 2 value.
With respect to the other isotherms, the experimental adsorption data exhibited the best fit with models in the following
order: D–R> Temkin > Freundlich and Halsey > H–J. The
adsorption data of Pb2+ exhibited the best fit with models
in the following order: Freundlich and Halsey > Temkin
> Langmuir > H–J > D–R. The results indicated a poor
correlation with the pseudo-first-order kinetic model while
the pseudo-second-order kinetic model better described the
adsorption behavior and provided R 2 values close to 1.0
for both Cu2+ and Pb2+ . This suggested the chemisorption
property of the banana biochar. The results demonstrated the
effective absorption potential of the banana biochar for Cu2+
and Pb2+ and indicated that the use of this low-cost agricultural waste for applications in wastewater treatment is
encouraging given suitable pre-treatment and modifications
to enhance its performance.
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